First Race
Comments

STYLEMASTER
Reserved early, along cones to lane,
tipped, some urging, just a mild
rally into speedy mile. Luke’s
choice, shot from the rail.
OUTLAW BLUE BY U
Back after month off. Post relief
noted, but readiness questions
unanswered.
ZACHARIAHS HONOR
Left to tuck, sat in to lane, cleared,
urged, even. Takes a drop from a
tougher claiming class. Would
include in gimmicks.
PEDIGREE BLUE CHIP
Settled early, came out far turn,
cover from winner, closed okay into
speedy mile. Missed a week, but significant class relief tonight.
NAKED BURNER
Off gate a bit, hopped on cover train,
followed winner wide 3/4s, urged,
much best of the rest. Usually sits in
and hopes for a slice.
CRUSIN FOR YOU
2nd over past half, good lead up trip
to lane, driven, even. Mooney hops
aboard here. Maybe a little tighter
too.
TWO BEAT
Looped leaving, parked turn, back
out on rim before half, expectedly
called it off. Chip’s choice. What’s
the plan from tougher post?
IMMA TANK
Reserved early, tipped out backside,
didn’t advance, faded. Nick in the
bike. Did flash speed back in early
February. Stab?

Second Race
Comments

Third Race
Comments

MOUNTAIN MYSTERY

CUT A RUG

How ready will she be tonight?

lar comeback win. Tackles much

Settled last early, tipped out late last Out late turn one to get top 3/8s, no
turn, no rally in the return tuner. pressure to lane, urged to get popuRAIDER ROSE

tougher tonight. Still a gimmick

Rode cones the whole trip, cleared in thought.
late, mild urging, fair late bid. SPORTS DRAMA

Favorable post again. Might be able Sped to top, yielded to quarter
mover, back out into lane, led,
to share again.
ONE GORGEOUS GAL

caught, easily best of others. Moves

Sent from gate, yielded to quarter inside, adds Jacob. Can get some of
moving winner, tracked rest of way, it.

urged, photo’d for 2nd. Good spot MYSTICAL STORM
and a favorable draw. Obvious gim- Came from last 3rd over far turn,
mick player.

WHITE KNUCKLE RIDE

not a good lead up, angled inside,
driven, fair near wire. Excuses last

Chased top pair throughout, unable pair. Not the worst price stab.
to keep up late. Held on better than THEREALGOODS

expected in last improved stake Led from gate, yielded to quarter
moving fave, good trip, driven to
event. Shot to share.

AHEAD BY A CENTURY

save place. Solid form at the

Bided time to middle of last bend, moment. Obvious gimmick player.
tipped out on rim, loose cover, had PADDY MURPHY

some late interest. Lands a nice spot Settled in for easy run to lane,
stretch traffic, loose late, driven
tonight. One more must use.

GLITTER N GINGER

nearing wire. much best of the rest.

Left well, back out on rim far turn, Mooney stays, what’s the plan?
urged to save the place slot. Speed to CUSTARDS DUNGEON

overcome outer post. One more in a Came up 2ndover half, led up into
lane but couldn’t rally into fastest
contentious 6-pack.

quarter of the mile. James choice in
here. Does he blast from outside?

Four th Race
Comments

QUEEN OF MARCS
Took charge at once in comeback
tuner, coasted home impressively.
Only concern, why the missed time?
JUNE MORNING
Off gate 1-2, came out far turn, suffered some traffic, not much of a
late rally. Good post. And Luke hops
aboard. That could drive the price
down.
DRINK ME PRETTY
Rushed up 3/8s, on rim balance,
stalled far turn, lost contact. Maybe
a less aggressive drive tonight.
MARYS PRETTY GIRL
Pushed leaving, pocket behind the
fave, was driven, easy 2nd best.
Solid recent form makes her look
plenty tough again tonight.
LAKOTA LAW
Got away well, took easy run along
rail behind the top three, some urging. Braxten’s choice. Does get a little class relief too. Plan from outside?

Fifth Race
Comments

RED STAR TIGER

Moved from back 4th over half,
loose cover to lane, urged to eke out

3rd spot. Switches to the inside here.
Looks like one of many.

CENALTA DIESEL

Out to get top past quarter, attacked
balance, finally faded out. James

stays, his choice in here.

EXPLAINNOTCOMPLAIN

3rd over behind winner near half,

good trip to lane, urged, fair into fast

panel. Post relief noted.

EDDIE BRUSH

Saved all ground to the lane, unable

to make any late impact. Braxten
returns. Remains a longshot.

LAISSEZMOIPICOLER

Left, tripped behind speedy rival,
cleared, but didn’t manage much of

a rally. Luke hops aboard. Would
not ignore.
RAMSAY

Stuck afar early, saved ground to

3/4s, angled out, urged. Outside

again but a smaller field offers him a

chance to land on the ticket.
URINGOODHANDS

Flew from gate, blazed the clip to far
turn, attacked into lane, stalled sud-

denly once passed. Has enough
speed to overcome outer post but

staying power concerns.

Sixth Race
Comments

MYSTIC RULER
Sped from gate, took breather to
half, fought off 1st attacker into
lane, caught near wire. Okay form,
hikes a bit. Usable.
BETTORS PROMISE
Reserved leaving, took an easy run
from the back in his Expo tuner.
Drops, adds Luke, how much tighter
after last week’s comebacker?
FIVE CARD DRAW
Out first near last bend, cover from
fave midbend, driven, missed 2nd in
photo. Another in decent form and
another gimmick must.
COZ AND EFFECT
Left with 2others, parked quarter,
yielded to winner 3/8s, chased, held
okay, mild traffic near wire. Can’t
rule out this guy either.
TO THE LIMIT
Moved out late last bend, took cover
into lane, had some late pace.
Mooney returns, his choice in this
one.
PH HIPPIE
Took cover near half, gapped flow
last bend, failed to rally. Outside
again but only a 6-pack. Dean
returns, yet another possibility.

Seventh Race
Comments

SIN MACHQUEEN

Left, back out near half, burst 3wide

around stalled cover, some urging,
pretty easy. Rail again, can handle
hike.

ASPLODE HANOVER

Left, regained past quarter, yielded,

back out into lane, faded from hard

use. James stays. Another thought.
DEPENDLEBURY

Saved all ground, failed to get into
it. Luke’s choice in here. Enough
class relief to consider too.

MARCED MAGIC

Moved from back 4th over half, not

a good flow far turn, no chance.
Drops, better post as well.

MYSTERY DRAGON

Rode cones in return, driven in the

lane, useful comeback tuner. Nick’s

choice. Segues from claimers.
TWOMICKEYTRIP

Struggled in early going, failed to
show any late interest. Extra week

off. Who knows?

HERECOMESTHETHUNDR

Moved on cover train 4th over,

angled wide late last bend, solid

close, easy second best, solid tuner.
Adds Mooney now.

CANTHOLDMEBACKMACK

Reserved to half, grabbed 2ndover

cover, angled wide, some urging,

easy. Hikes, his trainer drives.
Tough spot.

Eighth Race
Comments

REYS N A RUCKUS
Burst out before half, took pressure
into lane, faded out final sixteenth.
Favorable draw, Phil returns.
JOKER JOHN
Moved on long train 4th over, lots of
cover to lane, urged, solid rally. Solid
form but a pretty tough field.
MY MUDDY BUDDY
Sped to tuck, rode cones to stretch,
found seam along pylons, rallied fast
to save place. Post relief here.
MARC MELLOW MAN
Led early, backed up to lane, cleared,
some urging, had a little bit of go.
Not the worst stab.
LICKCREEK SPEEDWAY
Moved on long train 4th over, bobbled badly last bend, closed fast once
recovered. Major player if she
behaves.
FLASH ME BABY
Left well, sat soft trip to the stretch,
some traffic, urged, 3 vying for show
spot. Drops, tries Chip.
CALIFORNIA ROCK
Took out past quarter, cover near
half, led up to lane, urged, tough,
Fresh Lasix noted. Plays hard every
week. Obvious.
MIKIS MAGIC RIDE
Sent from gate, braked once in command, yielded, some traffic, tough to
gauge. One more price thought.
PLATINUM TIME
Out well before half, on rim rest of
mile grinding, held fair considering.
Much tougher post. The plan?
FRED AND ROZ
Rode cones whole trip, clear in lane,
avoided break. Iffy, but never a bad
price stab if he’s a price.

Ninth Race
Comments

ALONG CAME JANE

Parked eighth plus, yielded to quarter moving fav, chased to lane, away

under urging. Moves inside but
much tougher group. Adds James.

RELENTLESS DANCER

Out behind the fave before quarter,

took charge 3/8s, sped up far turn,
some urging to surprise. Another
hiker. Gimmick thought.

BRIANS MAGIC GIRL

Left well, back out 2nd over far turn,

came wide into lane, urged, easy

2nd best. Nick’s choice in here. Not
the worst stab either.

PLACE AT THE BEACH

Led into turn, soon sitting 3rd

behind top pair, tracked balance,

driven, best of the rest. Dean’s
choice. One more hiker to consider.
VIRGIN EYES

Off gate, at back throughout, failed

to make any menacing moves.
Drops, adds Luke, does she awaken

in this sextet?

CAPITOL HILL

Left well, backed up to lane, rallied

fastest too late. Versatile, she can

leave or race from off the pace.
Gotta use her for sure.

Tenth Race
Comments
GORDY AGAIN
Moved 3rd over half, gapped the
flow far turn, stalled into quick
panel. Switches inside tonight,
Mooney stays.
OUTLAWINTRIGUEDBYU
Off gate pair, caught cover well
before half, good lead up trip,
almost got there. Dean’s choice for
this one.
DOUBLE MYSTERY
Came from last 5th over last turn,
managed a mild rally. Benefits from
smaller field size.
MARILYN
Sat in along rail after missing time,
little urging, useful tuner. Will she
be tighter after that prep?
SHOCK N AWE
Far back early, never got into a
striking position. Nick’s choice in
here. Enough class relief to make
her a must use.
WIZZEL STIX
2nd over half, good lead up trip,
unable to rally through the snappy
final panel. What’s the plan from
the outside post?

Eleventh Race
Comments

T welfth Race
Comments

